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Don't Just Read A Horror Story, Enter This Horrifically Gripping Journey! We're more than just a horror
short story magazine, we are what the horror novels fear If you are easily scared, afraid of the dark, or fear
nightmares don't enter the Sanitarium! When it comes to entertainment would you rather have one long
book, or multiple short gripping stories? I think the latter is the best bet as well, and that is exactly what
you'll get with Sanitarium. Each short story is written by a different Independent author giving you, the
reader, an experience you a horror experience that you will not want to escape..... Even if you could. With
the perfect mixture of suspense thriller, horror, dark horror, and other scary favorites you will instantly fall in
love with these short horror stories. The short stories are carefully chosen and mixed with the right amount of
dread, shrieks, and gasp inducing fear you've been seeking. Welcome to the Sanitarium The perfect length
for your in-between reading, you’ll love the portability of this little slice of damnation as you tremble while
you wait for the doctor, fear for your life over lunch, and lose yourself in the mesmerizing poetry of oblivion.
It’s that easy to dive into these short horror fiction reads. Discover new authors and awake new nightmares
each and every month. Sound too crazy to be true? Within Sanitarium (Horror Fiction and Dark Verse)
Magazine Issue 33 you will find the horror fiction you're deepest fears crave: Horror Fiction: Wiggle Room
by Scott Farrell For Fame, For Fortune, For a Commemorative Statue by James Park Say the Number by
Emir Skalonja Vicious Circle by Steven Grassie Beautiful Teeth by Abigail Lalonde Never My Love by
Jason Christopher Coker by Dominic Stabile Meal Deal by Ian Sputnik Dark Verse: She Who Keeps Alexa
by Thayli His Reflection in the Mirror by J.E Remy Anxiety by Aracelly P. Campo & Vince Rodriguez Also
in the issue: News: We cover up and coming anthologies and collections awaiting your submissions See
who’s riding high in the US and UK Kindle charts. We spend time in the Hope Spot with R. Donald James
Gauvreau We spend a moment with horror writer Adam Millard A little word from our readers: “One of the
great things about Sanitarium Magazine is the effort they put into discovering new authors. Many horror
magazines favor work of King or other "proven" authors, but by reaching out the the next generation,
Sanitarium opens the door to really new ideas.” - DL SHANNON // DEVER, CO “Sanitarium is an excellent
high quality horror magazine full of new, emerging writers and some old faces. All the stories are very good.
However, my personal favourite by Lex Sinclair stands out as the best. It has elements of Edgar Allen Poe.” -
SAM // LONDON, UK
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From reader reviews:

Larry Parrish:

What do you in relation to book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material when you
want something to explain what you problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy person? If you
don't have spare time to try and do others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored faster. And you
have free time? What did you do? Everybody has many questions above. They need to answer that question
because just their can do in which. It said that about publication. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is
appropriate. Because start from on kindergarten until university need this Sanitarium #33 to read.

Audrey Stockman:

The guide untitled Sanitarium #33 is the book that recommended to you to learn. You can see the quality of
the publication content that will be shown to you actually. The language that creator use to explained their
ideas are easily to understand. The article author was did a lot of study when write the book, to ensure the
information that they share for you is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the e-book of
Sanitarium #33 from the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Ida Green:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray an individual, why because this Sanitarium #33 book written by well-
known writer we are excited for well how to make book which might be understand by anyone who all read
the book. Written inside good manner for you, dripping every ideas and creating skill only for eliminate your
hunger then you still question Sanitarium #33 as good book but not only by the cover but also by the content.
This is one guide that can break don't ascertain book by its cover, so do you still needing another sixth sense
to pick this particular!? Oh come on your examining sixth sense already told you so why you have to
listening to a different sixth sense.

Melissa Cox:

What is your hobby? Have you heard in which question when you got pupils? We believe that that problem
was given by teacher to their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everybody has different hobby. And you also
know that little person including reading or as reading through become their hobby. You must know that
reading is very important in addition to book as to be the matter. Book is important thing to add you
knowledge, except your personal teacher or lecturer. You will find good news or update about something by
book. Many kinds of books that can you decide to try be your object. One of them is niagra Sanitarium #33.
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